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Abstract
Analogue gravity enables the laboratory study of phenomena connected with
the kinematics of small amplitude waves on curved spacetime. Thus we experi-
mentally gain access to effects of the interplay between general relativity and quan-
tum physics that normally elude detection. Examples include Hawking radiation
from the event horizon of black holes, rotational superradiance off the ergosurface
of Kerr black holes or the spontaneous emission of entangled pairs of particles in a
rapidly expending universe. This introductory article presents the special issue on
analogue gravity published by Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A
in 2020. This publication follows the Scientific Discussion Meeting on “the next
generation of analogue gravity experiments” held at the Royal Society in Decem-
ber 2019. This introduction guides the reader from the foundational ideas of the
research programme to its latest experimental breakthroughs and their philosophi-
cal implications. It discusses the present state of the art and possible routes to the
future for these studies of fundamental physics.
1 What is this issue?
Effects of the interplay between gravity and quantum mechanics are infamously diffi-
cult to observe experimentally. This poses a problem in terms of the empirical confir-
mation of the theories predicting these effects. And yet, some theories that have not
been confirmed enjoy a high degree of trust amongst physicists. A good example is
the theory of the ‘Hawking effect’, whereby quantum fluctuations at the horizon of
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black holes turn them into black body radiators. Because of its low temperature (or-
ders of magnitude below that of the Cosmic Microwave Background), the outgoing
thermal flux called ‘Hawking radiation’ cannot be directly observed in the astrophysi-
cal setup. Furthermore, the Hawking effect seems to depend on physics at very small,
‘transplanckian’, scales, which is not ruled by either general relativity or quantum me-
chanics. Nevertheless, the theory of the Hawking effect is the first hint at a connection
between gravity (both in terms of the curvature of spacetime and relativity), thermody-
namics and quantum physics. It is thus widely seen as a benchmark for a future theory
of quantum gravitation.
Since the engineering of even weak gravitational fields necessitates the manipula-
tion of masses of planetary scales, it is impossible to directly test general relativity in
the laboratory. So it is not possible to create an experiment in which a black hole would
emit Hawking radiation and the theory cannot be tested empirically in this way either.
But this is not the end of the story, of course.
Fortunately, it is possible to reproduce some features of the physics of fields on
curved spacetimes in the laboratory and, for example, to create event horizons for
waves in condensedmatter systems. This, in turn, enables the observation of the Hawk-
ing effect in laboratory setups. This is the science of ‘analogue gravity’. The present
issue of Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A is a collection of scientific
papers (research, reviews and discussion articles) by some practitioners in the field of
analogue gravity.
One theme of this issue is fundamental physics, i.e., the science of analogue grav-
ity itself: which experimental techniques can be used to engineer curved spacetimes
for waves, and which effects may then be observed? A second, related theme is the
debate on the status of this science with regard to actual gravity. This theme is con-
cerned with the mathematical arguments that support the analogy and with the nature
of physical reality the analogy draws (the ontological weight of the isomorphism and
of “universality” arguments, respectively). It is also concerned with the knowledge
gained from analogical reasoning and from experiments, i.e., with its epistemological
framework: the assumptions that underpin the analysis of the data and, eventually, the
claims one can make in terms of empirical evidence for effects that were predicted in
the gravitational context. The goal of this issue is to provide a venue for physicists of
analogue gravity to lay down their physical and philosophical arguments on these two
points. It is important to do so in order to progress along the path opened some forty
years ago when Bill Unruh first asked whether Hawking radiation could observed from
a lab-made horizon.
The contributions to this issue are all highly interdisciplinary: the reader will find
that all articles journey through considerations drawn from quantum field theory on
curved spacetime, general relativity, hydrodynamics, nonlinear wave interactions, con-
densed matter physics as well as philosophy. Exchanges between various fields of
physics, and between science and philosophy, have always been at the heart of scien-
tific inquiry. As it is first and foremost an exercise of thinking that consists in com-
paring and identifying features of two very different systems, analogue gravity is well
rooted in this rich heritage. A crucial issue pertaining to this thinking exercise is its
domain of validity — “how far does the analogy go?” In particular, a persistent matter
of controversy (both about and within the field) has been the naming of phenomena and
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the claim of ‘experimental confirmation’ of effects traditionally thought of as belong-
ing to the realm of gravitational physics. For example, vacuum fluctuations in either
context do not have the same history: in astrophysics they propagate across the gravi-
tational collapse that yields the black hole, whereas they simply are incident fields on
the horizon in condensed matter experiments. Does observing the Hawking effect in
a laboratory setup thus mean it truly exists for actual black holes? And if so, which
features are shared by the emission in either context?
This special issue will be of interest to practitioners in analogue gravity and to
philosophers of physics, as well as to a larger audience of physicists and philoso-
phers of science. Since analogue gravity experimentation means operating in unusual
regimes for condensed matter systems, the scientific strategies described in each arti-
cle might seem to be highly specific to the system at hand. However, the reader will
often find examples of how they may be transferred across systems and fields. Like
quantum simulators, experiments in analogue gravity thus combine various disciplines
of physics with questions such as “how equivalent may two systems be?”, which are
of relevance when thinking of future experiments in fundamental physics there and
beyond.
2 Analogue gravity
Let us briefly sum up the current state of the art in analogue gravity to set the stage
for this issue. The reader will also find a focused literature review at the beginning
of each article. Here, we will describe the field historically. Most authors distinguish
three main phases in the evolution of the field: the ‘early years’ when analogue gravity
was a purely theoretical field, the first ‘experimental age’ when most most experiments
aimed at observing the Hawking effect and, finally, a second ‘experimental age’ at
the onset of which we presently stand, hence the “next generation of analogue gravity
experiments”.
2.1 Analogue gravity as a theoretical topic
Analogue gravity was initiated by Bill Unruh in 1981 as a means to study the Hawking
effect in a different setup than astrophysics. He showed that the wave equation of
low amplitude sonic excitations (phonons) in a superfluid flow are isomorphic to the
wave equation of excitations of a massless scalar field on a curved spacetime [1]. In
doing so, he drew a formal analogy between the kinematics of those excitations. As
an example, consider a 1+1D geometry1 in which the fluid flows along one direction
only. Let this flow be transsonic: the flow velocity monotonously increases from one
point to the other such that it goes from being subsonic to supersonic. In the spatial
region where the flow velocity is subsonic, phonons may propagate in two directions
(along and against the flow). In contrast, once the flow velocity has become supersonic,
the propagation of phonons is only possible in one direction (along the flow). Via the
isomorphism of the sonic wave equation in media and the wave equation of scalar
1Analogue gravity uses the GR notation for the dimensionality of spacetime, with the number of spatial
dimensions first and the one temporal dimension second.
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excitations, we can identify the point at which the flow velocity becomes supersonic as
an event horizon for sound, a ‘sonic horizon’.
Of course, such a flow does not create an actual black hole, and there is no central
singularity — there is only an event horizon for sound waves (an intangible surface
that separates two regions of fluid flow).2 Importantly, quantum fluctuations in the
vacuum state of the sound field will scatter at the sonic horizon and generate pairs of
entangled phonons by exactly the same process as the event horizon of black holes
generates Hawking radiation and its infalling partner [2, 3]. So it is possible to create
event horizons for sound waves and to observe the Hawking effect in such systems.
In the 1990s, Unruh, Renaud Parentani, Ted Jacobson and their respective collabo-
rators used the analogue gravity setup to numerically study the Hawking effect under
the influence of dispersion (the wavelength dependence of the frequency of waves in
media) [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Interestingly, to this end, they used the dispersion relation of
sound in Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) and water, which would later become two
of the main experimental platforms for analogue gravity. Dispersion appears to be the
analogue to transplanckian physics, with the advantage that the phenomenology is per-
fectly understood. At the time, these studies revealed important aspects of the Hawking
effect in this setup. Principally, this phenomenon does not rely on the dynamics of the
spacetime as determined by Einstein’s equations— it is a purely kinematic effect: only
the presence of the horizon (as a transition from two- to one-way motion) is necessary
to generate entangled pairs. Furthermore, as filtering out high frequency modes still
yields a thermal spectrum, the essential properties of this emission are robust against
dispersion.
In 1998, Matt Visser independently rediscovered the fluid flow analogy and com-
mented on its validity for flow geometries in higher dimensions and the possibility
to thus study other spacetimes, e.g. rotating geometries [9]. At the turn of the 21st
century, theoretical activity in the field boomed as other groups demonstrated that the
analogy was valid for waves in other physical platforms, including electromagnetic
waves in media. In parallel, numerous proposals emerged to use analogue gravity to
study a variety of astrophysical systems other than black hole geometries [10]. How-
ever, the earliest experimental efforts aimed to observe the Hawking effect at static
1+1D horizons..
2.2 Early experiments in analogue gravity
As mentioned earlier, the main theoretical activity in analogue gravity relied on acous-
tic waves in dispersive media (BECs or water). However, the very first experiment in
the field was made with light. In 2008, a collaborative effort between the groups of
Friedrich Ko¨nig and Ulf Leonhardt (St Andrews, UK) led to the demonstration of the
scattering of light waves at horizons in optical fibres [11]. In the same year, the groups
of Germain Rousseaux (Nice, France) and Leonhardt reported on a similar experiment
in which surface waves scattered at horizons in a water tank [12].3
2It has become customary to call setups with sonic horizons ‘dumb holes’.
3The dispersion relation of small amplitude surface (or capillary or gravity) waves in water tanks is the
same as that of sound waves in this setup.
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Within two years optical horizons were also realised in bulk crystals by the group
of Daniele Faccio’s (then in Como, Italy) [13], and Jeff Steinhauer’s group (Technion
Institute, Israel) had created a sonic horizon in a BEC of ultra-cold atoms [14]. In
2011, Silke Weinfurtner and Unruh (Vancouver, Canada) also observed the scattering
of surface waves at horizons in a water tank and showed that the spectrum of emission
was thermal [15].
This collection of experiments provided evidence for the versatility of analogue
gravity and also the robustness of the Hawking effect, which describes the scattering
of waves at horizons in systems as different as gravitational physics and condensed
matter. However, in all of these experiments, the input state was a classical probe
and not the quantum vacuum. In other words, the emission was stimulated and did
not result from the spontaneous scattering of quantum fluctuations. And so it was not
possible to measure the entangled state of Hawking radiation and its infalling partner.
Atomic BECs had been the most extensively studied platform since the early 2000s
because of the low temperature of the fluid which gave hope to observe spontaneous
emission by means of correlations between density patterns in the atomic population
across the horizon [16, 17]. These correlations would be the identifying characteris-
tic of the spontaneous emission of phonons in pairs propagating on either side of the
horizon. Starting in the mid 2010s, numerous groups thus ported tools of continuous
variable quantum optics to analogue gravity in order to propose entanglementmeasures
fit to BEC experiments [18, 19, 20]. In parallel, Steinhauer’s group refined their ex-
perimental setup until they finally announced the observation of spontaneous emission
in entangled pairs in 2016 [21]. In 2019, they also claimed that the emission spectrum
was thermal [22]. These claims are the topic of vivid discussions in the community.
In 2018, the groups led by Jacobson and Ian Spielman (Maryland, USA) presented an
experiment in which they let a ring-shaped atomic BEC expand rapidly and induced
redshifting of long-wavelength modes as in an expanding universe [23].
In 2019, Leonhardt (who had moved to the Weizmann Institute in Israel) led the
observation of stimulated emission into waves of positive and negative frequency at
optical horizons [24]. Meanwhile, Ko¨nig’s group had observed the quantum tunnelling
of waves across the horizon [25] and was researching the efficient generation of pos-
itive and negative frequency waves with and without horizons [26, 27, 28]. Optical
techniques for analogue gravity were quickly adopted by other groups who used them
as means to e.g. generate dispersive waves or to analyse the interaction of two pulses
in optical fibres.
In the meantime, experiments with surface waves in water moved in two different
directions: on the one hand, Rousseaux’s group moved to Poitiers where they also
incrementally refined their setup to reach the lowest possible amplitude for a classical
probemade of water (in collaborationwith Parentani’s group in Orsay, France) [29] and
later observed the scattering of waves in a regime with no dispersion (in collaboration
with Fabbri’s group in Orsay, France) [30]. On the other hand, Weinfurtner moved to
Nottingham where her group constructed a series of experiments based on a rotating
geometry akin to the Kerr black hole. There, they observed rotational superradiance at
the ergosurface [31]. This led them to study the effects of vorticity and dispersion on
(super)fluid flows [32] as well as to the observation of classical back reaction of water
waves on a vortex flow [33].
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Analogue gravity did not drive developments in these historical platforms only.
Under the leadership of Iacopo Carusotto (Trento, Italy) and others, considerations
drawn from this field ushered-in the science of ‘fluids of light’, whereby the dynamics
of light in media may be understood from hydrodynamics [34]. Incidentally, this led
to the advent of another experimental platform for analogue gravity: polaritonic BECs
in microcavities. In 2015, the group led by Jacqueline Bloch and Alberto Amo (C2N,
France) reported on the creation of a sonic horizon in a semiconductor microcavity
[35] and Carusotto calculated that the temperature of spontaneous emission in this
system would enable its detection [36]. In 2018, Faccio’s group (now in Glasgow,
UK) announced the creation of a rotating geometry (similar to the bathtub vortex of
Weinfurtner) in an atomic vapour [37].
Besides these advances, analogue gravity inspired studies by the group of Chris
Westbrook (Institut d’Optique, France) of the dynamical Casimir effect in atomic BECs
in 2012 [38]. It also motivated Jiazhong Hu and collaborators (Chicago, USA) to
perform experimental quantum simulations of the Unurh effect with an atomic BEC
in 2019 [39]. In a similar vein, Faccio’s group has conducted experiments on acoustic
superradiance off a rotating absorbing cylinder in 2019.
Analogue gravity setups for 1+1D and 2+1D geometries have also been proposed
for a variety of other platforms: superconducting circuits, slow light in metamaterials,
electromagnetic waves in waveguides and ripplons in superfluid helium to name a few.
It may very well be that one of these platforms becomes as dominant as BECs, water
and optics have been in the past decade.
2.3 The next generation of experiments
So far, all experiments of analogue gravity that we have presented consisted of a con-
tinuous condensed matter system in which a fluid flow would feature a horizon, and in
which small amplitude excitations would be made to scatter at this horizon. There also
exist ideas to move beyond such schemes. The groups of Ralf Schuetzhold (Dresden)
and Tobias Schaetz (Freiburg) have together proposed to observe the creation of pairs
by tearing appart ions from chain confined in a trap (a process akin to cosmological
pair creation) [40]. Their 2007 proposal eventually resulted in their observation of the
effect in 2019 [41].
Similarly, Weinfurtner’s study of the influence of dispersion on the eikonal equa-
tion for waves on a vortex flow was adapted by Dmitry Solnyshkov and Guillaume
Malpuech (Clermont-Ferrand, France) who proposed to use topological defects (pairs
of vortices and anti-vortices) as particles to extract energy from a vortex in a BEC
by the Penrose effect [42]. Moving away from small amplitude excitations, Ko¨nig
proposes to use the photon number fluctuations of solitonic pulses in optical fibres to
investigate the quasinormal modes of black holes. Weinfurtner has also proposed to
use BECs of two atomic species to study the decay of the false vacuum as during the
inflationary phase of the early universe [43]. Of course, despite progress, the study of
small amplitude fluctuations in various setups is not quite exhausted yet. For exam-
ple, Steinhauer’s group has recently conducted an experiment in which they observed
spontaneous emission with and without horizons [44].
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At the time at which we write this introduction, it is clear to us that we cannot pre-
dict what the field of analogue gravity will be in ten years from now. We have entered
a new experimental age in which historical studies of black hole phenomena such as
the Hawking effect and rotational superradiance stand alongside new experiments on
phenomena of the early universe. The number of analogue systems has consistently
grown as the community opened to new groups. One thing is certain though: the gen-
eration of entangled states in these various setups will be the subject of intense efforts,
for entanglement measures are a powerful tool to analyse the physics at play.
Hopefully, the articles of this issue will provide the reader with some insight into
the bright future of analogue gravity.
3 Summary of the issue
This special issue of Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A on “The next
generation of analogue gravity experiments” comprises 11 articles. These touch on one
of two experimental scenarios (in 1+1D or 2+1D) for different waves (electromagnetic
waves, sound waves and water waves) and show the potential of these platforms to in-
vestigate effects of quantum fields on curved spacetimes beyond of horizon geometries.
The order of articles loosely follows that of the sessions of the Scientific Discus-
sion Meeting of December 2019. Each article may be read independently from the
others. However, we encourage readers who are not familiar with analogue gravity to
first go through the article entitled “Hawking radiation in optics and beyond” by David
Bermudez and Raul Aguero-Santacruz. This is the perfect introduction to analogue
gravity, the concepts scientists of this field play with and, last but not least, to the speci-
ficities of the optical platform. The authors review the fundamentals of the physics of
the Hawking effect from black hole horizons. They then use the analogue gravity setup
to re-derive this result and thus introduce the essential mathematical tools of quantum
field theory on curved spacetimes. Having shown how quantum fluctuations at the
horizon yield spontaneous emission in entangled pairs, they explain how this could be
observed in an optical setup. Finally, they explain how seeding the Hawking effect with
a classical state at the input results in stimulated emission. In line with current debates
that animate the field, the authors conclude their presentation with considerations on
the epistemology of analogue gravity and the naming of effects and observables.
Jack Petty and Friedrich Ko¨nig also use the optical platform to investigate the
amplification of coherent, classical fields. Specifically, they contrast amplification at
the horizon with resonant radiation (also known as optical Cˇerenkov radiation). They
discuss the role dispersion plays in the kinematics and dynamics of both processes and
discover a regime of unprecedented efficiency of amplification of resonant radiation.
This highly tuneable laser source might very well be the first application of analogue
gravity physics. Along this line of thought, Yuval Rosenberg revisits some landmark
optical experiments. Throughout his article, he clearly demonstrates how dispersion
enables the physics at play: he shows how it is essential to the formation of horizons
and spontaneous as well as stimulated emission by the Hawking effect. He concludes
his paper by opening on optical experiments “beyond the horizon” and calls on the
‘universality’ of the Hawking effect as a scattering effect to motivate further investi-
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gations of classical phenomena in analogue gravity. Ulf Leonhardt draws inspiration
from the use of transformation optics in analogue gravity to guide us through consid-
erations on cosmology. He presents the Lifschitz theory of the cosmological constant
that he has recently developed and argues that future experiments of analogue gravity
could test its predictions.
Tobias Scha¨tz and collaborators look back upon their seminal observation of cos-
mological particle pair creation and show how machine-learning strategies can be used
to increase experimental control on the motion of a single ion, for example. This
opens an avenue for the future generation of spatial entanglement amongst pairs of
ions, which they propose to characterise by a measure of squeezing. Such experimen-
tal techniques could be used to investigate other effects such as the Hawking effect or
go beyond analogue gravity and investigate e.g. the Sauter-Schwinger effect. Entan-
glement measures such as squeezing are an all-time classic of quantum optics, and it is
thus no surprise that Elisabeth Giacobino and collaborators also propose to thus char-
acterise the output state in their experiments. In their article, they look back on polari-
ton flows in semiconductor microcavities and demonstrates how various flow profiles
in 1+1D and 2+1D may be optically engineered. The versatility of the method is ex-
emplified in three different contexts (a static 1 and 2D horizon and a rotating geometry
implying an ergosurface and a 2D horizon). Fluids of light such as polaritons are an
ideal platform to measure e.g. the Hawking effect. Miles Blencowe and Hui Wang
are also interested in devising experiments in which the quantum properties of the
Hawking and Unruh effects could be measured. Notably, they bring superconducting
circuits back to the foreground by re-deriving the Hawking temperature in the light of
new experimental possibilities offered by newly developed Josephson travelling-wave
parametric amplifiers. They also discuss an “oscillating” scheme to generate Unruh ra-
diation and use the logarithmic negativity as an entanglement measure to theoretically
show that entangled pairs are indeed emitted in their setup.
Germain Rousseaux and Hamid Kellay share with us the “plumber’s expertise”:
they summarise the necessary tools to observe the Hawking effect in 1+1D water ex-
periments and insist on the combined influence of hydrodynamics and dispersion on
the output spectrum. In a second part of their article, they enrich the family of ana-
logue gravity experiments with a new experimental platform, flowing films of soap,
and demonstrate the creation of flows with horizons.
Going from uni-dimensionalmotion to rotating geometries, Theo Torres calculates
the spectrum of superradiance in dispersive media. His careful analysis of the system
reveals that some waves are partially reflected by the drain that generates the vortex
flow,. This observation is in stark contrast with the behaviour of waves on Kerr black
holes. And yet, the interplay between vorticity and dispersion does not prevent super-
radiant amplification of incoming waves at the ergosurface. He builds on this demon-
stration of the robustness of the effect to encourage researchers to push their platforms
beyond the strict “analogue regime” in search of new effects of waves in media. Cisco
Gooding also writes on superradiance: he considers the case of acoustic superradi-
ance — the amplification of sound waves on a rotating, absorbing cylinder. He shows
in which regimes sound waves with OAM may be amplified and demonstrates once
more that dispersion must be included in all calculations aiming at providing realistic
predictions for experiments.
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In the last article of this issue, Karim Thebault and Peter Evans look back on
the analogue gravity programme from a philosopher’s perspective. They ask again
“what can be learnt” from analogue gravity experiments and thus question notions of
universality and validation, among others. They claim that neither the accessibility nor
the manipulability of astrophysical black holes (and their event horizons wherefrom
Hawking radiation originates) are necessary to obtain experimental knowledge about
the Hawking effect. This original claim rests on the use of inductive triangulation
to set the limits of experimental knowledge. Their work highlights the tension on
when exactly reasonable doubt has been mitigated — a matter that reaches far beyond
analogue gravity.
And so does another lesson we get away from this special issue: the limits of our
experimental knowledge are only ever contextual, with time we may always push them
further. This is what the next generation of analogue gravity experiments shall aim at.
April 2020.
Maxime J Jacquet, Silke Weinfurtner and Friedrich Ko¨nig.
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